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Who are we?

What do we do?

Intermunicipal Waste Management of Greater Porto

- 8 Municipalities
- Area – 648 square kilometers
- Population – 985,000 inhabitants
- UW Treated – 502,932 tons
- Capitation – 1,354 kg/inhab.day

Institutional video
Lipor Academy

→ LIPOR Academy offers the opportunity to develop and refine skills through training and qualification, using advanced teaching methods and equipment.

→ The training offer of LIPOR Academy extends to different areas of knowledge, including circular economy, integrating courses and training actions specifically designed to satisfy the market needs.

LIPOR Academy - come and meet us!
In 2018, the Lipor Academy accomplished 50 courses with a total duration of 340 hours of training, involving 1032 trainees.

The courses focused on the themes of circular entrepreneurship, food waste, sustainability, selective collection, organic farming, among others.

Our courses/training programs reach different targets in particular: public and private entities, technicians of municipalities, teachers, recent graduates and population in general.
Thank you

www.lipor.pt
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